
Exchange report 

 

Quality of teaching and Academic Experience 

The quality of teaching at CBS is very high, I was very happy to find that the professors where well 

renowned experts within their respective fields which made the lectures and discussions interesting 

and fun! None of the classes where mandatory which I appreciated who did quite a lot of traveling 

during my exchange semester and the lectures themselves where something in between the lectures 

and seminars held at SBS. We were about 60-70 people in each class and the classes included both a 

lectures part by the professor and then case work resembling a seminar at SBS. I took the 

Sustainability minor which is a course package including three courses, CSR in Global Supply Chains, 

Corporate Citizenship, in Theory and Practice and Creating Markets for Sustainable Products, which I 

highly recommend, and I also took the course The Science of Mindfulness as an additional elective 

which was super interesting given its very scientific focus that taught me a lot about the human brain 

and economic decision making as well as mindfulness. Also, choosing a minor makes it easier to 

ensure that the schedule for your different courses does not overlap so keep that, and the examination 

dates and form, in mind when you choose your courses. 

 

Housing 

Housing in Copenhagen appears to be (if possible) even more difficult and expensive for exchange 

students than in Stockholm so make sure that you get one of the rooms/apartments offered by the 

school, at least that is what I did. However, the competition is hard, and they don’t send out 

information about the sign-up opening until the very moment the sign-up opens. So... you need to go 

into CBS housing-website and find out what date and time, for me it was May 31st at noon, they will 

send out a link where you click, and you get a spot in line for signing up for a room. You need to be 

fast here, I clicked the link less than 2 seconds after the email came (refresh… refresh... refresh...) and 

my spot in line was nr 156! They only have about 350 rooms/apartments and there are more than 700 

exchange students competing for them. Once you have a room though its great, I had someone meet 

me at the train station and escort me to my apartment and if something were wrong with you housing 

they gave you a 24h emergency number you could call. And all the other students living in my 

apartment building where other exchange students studying at CBS on master level, so we had a lot of 

fun together :) 

 

Orientation/welcome programme 

CBS has a great welcoming program cooperating with CBS Student which is like Föreningen 

Ekonomerna at SBS. Make sure to plan your arrival to Copenhagen one week before the classes start 

as this is when the introduction week starts. I met so many new people and made many new friends 

easily. Also, when you arrive to Copenhagen you will get a welcoming folder where you can find 



information about both Copenhagen and CBS and also about the many, many clubs at CBS Students 

that you can join if you want, they have everything from Hunting club and Wine Tasting Club to Yoga 

Club! 

 

Living in Copenhagen 

Buy a bike, that is all I have to say... You can either join the CBS Exchange for your semester (which I 

recommend you doing either way) and wait for the “Buddy Bike”-company to post about renting a 

nice bike for 500 DKK per semester, which some of my friends did and where very satisfied (but you 

have to be fast to sign up) or you can easily find a nice bike on dba.dk which I did. It is also 

surprisingly easy to sell your bike at the end of the semester even though for me that was in the middle 

of the winter! Oh, and bring a raincoat ;)  


